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Lots of fun dances hosted by the Family Life presenter and of course the star of the show, Bamse! 

Running Order

•INTRO ON SCREEN AS BAMSE MUSIC PLAYS

•PRESENTER INTRODUCTION
Enter on stage Presenter who introduces segment in appropriate local language/s.

‘Good evening boys and girls, I am ‘INSERT NAME’ and welcome to ‘Fun With Bamse’!
‘We have got lots of fun for you this evening with singing and dancing and even a chance to meet the worlds 
strongest bear, Bamse.’

‘But before we begin it time to get down to the dancefloor 

-PARTY DANCE (without Bamse)

“Now, has anybody seen Bamse?’
‘We need your help to find him, so after three, we should all shout for Bamse… One, two, three… BAMSE!!!’

-GAME (With Bamse)
This is the section where the children are encouraged to participate in a simple game. Please use simple games 
and make sue that all instructions are clear. It’s not important to find a “winner” for any game, just to get the 
children to join in and so playing a few rounds of each game is fine.

Suggested Games:

Musical Statues -
Dance to music, when it stops stand as still as possible – like a statue! Any child spotted moving is out. The last 
child dancing is the winner.
Corners -
Dance to music, as it stops the children must go to one of four designated corners - each with a different 
name/colour/theme etc. The host, who cannot see who is in each corner, calls out the name of a corner. Whoever 
is in that corner is out.
Grandma's Footsteps -
The host or a child stands with their back to everyone at one end of the dancefloor.They are ‘Grandmother’. The 
children line up at the other end of the dancefloor. All the children start to move forwards towards 
‘Grandmother’. ‘Grandmother’ can turn around at any time. Any child caught moving or wobbling when she turns 
around has to go back to the start line and start again. First child to get to ‘Grandmother’ without her spying 
them moving wins.
Under and Over -
Separate the children into teams and arrange them into a line. Each team is given a balloon. They must pass the 
balloon in between the first person's legs and then over the seconds person's head and so on until it reaches the 
end of the line. The first team to pass their balloon through their line wins.
Hoop Chain -
Separate the children into teams and arrange them into a line holding hands with each other. Each team is given 
a hula hoop. The hoop must pass from one end of the line to the other with the children still holding hands.
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Running order (continued)

Simon Says -
The host is ‘Simon’. Simon tells the children what they must do.If the host says ‘Simon says….” ahead of telling 
them what to do next, the children MUST do what they’ve been told.If Simon doesn’t say “Simon says…’ ahead of 
telling them what to do next, the children MUST NOT do it.
For example. “Simon says jump up and down” - The kids all jump up and down.
“Wave your arms” - The children should stay doing the previous activity.
Hot Potato -
Use an object such as a ball. The children pass the object around a circle as the music plays. Whoever has it when 
the music stops is out.
Musical Animals -
Shout out an animal. Play music. When the music stops everyone has to pretend to be that animal.
•

Bamse then needs to leave and so we need to find a reason for him to leave ie: He needs to eat some 
thunder honey to keep him strong,

TWO PARTY DANCES (without Bamse)

The following party dances can be used for this section:

• Socobate Vira Sutsi Satsi Diiddly Dee
• A Ram Sam Sam Klatsch Klatsch Stampf Stampf Fliegerlied
• Veo Veo Chu Chu Uah I Skolan
• Do the Lollipop I am the Music Man The Penguin Dance
• Klappa Handerna Star Trekkin Hey Baby
• Der Piratentanz Finger Song Agadoo
• Honky Tonk Fascination Hippy Shake

• DIPLOMAS & CERTIFICATES - Bamse to return with Certificates. Presenters hand out Diplomas & Certificates 
to Children that have won them

• BAMSE PHOTOS - Diplomas & Certificates have been handed out to hold a photo session with Children on 
stage. The Diplomas & Certificates section should last roughly 5 minutes. Obviously timings are dependent on 
the amount of Diplomas & Certificates being awarded.

‘ We are nearly at the end, so there is one thing left to do. Let’s all join in with the Bamse Dance!’
The Bamse theme tune plays. Both the Presenter and Bamse perform the theme tune with all of the actions, 

encouraging the boys and girls to join in. Note that this is performed twice at the end in two different languages.

• CLOSE ‘We’ve now reached the end of Fun With Bamse, but don’t worry… you will see Bamse by the pool in 
the morning.’
‘Everybody say goodbye to Bamse’.
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Running order (continued)

• DIPLOMAS & CERTIFICATES - Bamse to return with Certificates. Presenters hand out Diplomas & Certificates 
to Children that have won them. This is designed to rest the performer playing Bamse before the final dances.

• BAMSE PHOTOS - Diplomas & Certificates have been handed out to hold a photo session with Children on 
stage. The Diplomas & Certificates section should last roughly 5 minutes. Obviously timings are dependent on 
the amount of Diplomas & Certificates being awarded.

• BAMSE SONG (DISCO VERSION) - Lets give the boys and girls a big round of applause, as they leave the 
stage.’
Its almost time for us to leave, but there is one thing left to do. Let’s all join in with the Bamse Dance!’
The Bamse theme tune plays. Both the Presenter and Bamse perform the theme tune with all of the actions, 

encouraging the boys and girls to join in.

• CLOSE ‘We’ve now reached the end of Fun With Bamse, but don’t worry… you will see Bamse by the pool in 
the morning.’
‘Everybody say goodbye to Bamse’.
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